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“M.i.p.V 10 years – Tour 2014”  _second round   + Single release  
 

LauraL (guitar), Guilherme Netto (drums)    Instrumental trip rock / ambient rock / post-rock 

 

Músicas intermináveis para Viagem (‘Endless music for Tripping’) celebrates 10 years in 2014. The Tour 2014 

continues in Europe in December and January, when the band will release a single from the next album. 
  

M.i.p.V 

Músicas intermináveis para Viagem (aka M.i.p. V) is 10 years old in 2014. Exactly in April 24 of 2004 M.i.p.V made its 

debut, in a small bar on the South side of Porto Alegre-Brazil. From there to here were two albuns, many concerts in 

its hometown and other capitals of Brazil and Latin America, in addition to appearances on festivals and tours that 

also included festivals in Europe. 

The first album "Músicas intermináveis para Viagem" (2006) was produced independently, but distributed by 

Tratore and RN-14 labels, received excellent reviews in Brazil and was nominated for the Best Instrumental Album of 

the Year -Prize Dynamite Toddy/2007. The second CD, "M.i.p.V II", was released in Berlin (Germany) in 2011 by the 

label Solaris Empire, with distribution of Broken Silence.  

“M.i.p.V II” had a new release online in 2012 and was praised in the German press, being the M.i.p. V compared to 

bands like Durutti Column, Tortoise, Department, Clair Obscur, Neu! and La Düsseldorf, and surprising as a band that 

makes a new and ‘autoral’ sound, without falling into the déjà vu of the traditional Brazilian music. 

The band, a guitar + drums duo, since 2009 is in part based in Berlin, where lives the guitarist LauraL (aka Laura 

Leiner), and now will continue to celebrate these ten years with more concerts in Europe and a third album. 

The tour “M.i.p.V 10 years _ Tour 2014” had already a first moment in Brazil and Chile (March/April/May) and in 

this second round LauraL will play with Guilherme Tiesen Netto, drummer who is in the production of the new 

album, plays in the band since 2013 and comes from Brazil in December for this Tour. 

The recordings of the third album began in Brazil in May.2014 and continues at BC Studios in NYC, with the producer 

Martin Bisi. 

 

More about Músicas intermináveis para Viagem  

M.i.p.V did also a tour in Latin America in 2013, playing in Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina and Chile (Santiago, LauraL 

solo). In Europe, played in the festivals Ferrara Buskers Festival (2008-Italy), Liverpool Sound City (2011-England), 

Féte de la Musique (2011 and 2012 – Berlin-Germany), Fusion Festival (2012-Germany) and Down by the River 

(2012-Berlin-Germany).  

In Latin America, M.i.p.V participated also of Yellow Moon Fest II (2014, Santiago-Chile); Pira Rural Festival (2013, 

Ibarama/BR), Feira da Música (2009, Fortaleza-BR), Gig Rock V (2008, Porto Alegre-BR), MorroStock (2007, 

Sapiranga-BR), PiB (2007, São Paulo-BR). The band is in the compilation "The New Brazilian Music" (BM&A -2008), 

enjoyed frequent airplay in Brazil and its music was also selected for various soundtracks for movie, videos, theatre 

and TV.  



 

 

Press 

Germany:  

“Wow. This is finally a real discovery. "II"-is not a surprise- is the second album of the duo, and that really is very 

wonderful and (as far as is possible in these times post-post-modernists) an innovative mixture of krautrock, post-

punk and PostRock. And you can absolutely compare with something like Neu!, Durutti Column and Tortoise: a clear 

and sharp battery, a menacing bass of  the beginning of the 80’s, a controlled experimentalism and guitar with 

psychedelic attitude. Once again: Wow. " Karsten Zimala (Westzeit-2012) 

"" M.i.p.V II "is the second album and in my opinion, especially impresses with a sound that always takes me away, 

back in the 80’s", MF (Revolver clube.de  -2012) 

"Sometimes quiet, sometimes faster, but never frantic, M.i.p.V produces a dream sound like has no beginning and 

no end, but follows a wide road. Loops bring a variation and “Medo da Morte” ("Fear of death"), with the invited 

singer Miss Vergnügen, falls properly in this context. " Giuliano Benassi (laut.de -2012) 

 

Brazil:  

"and from Porto Alegre is a band that faithfully reflects the spirit of the title of your CD (“Músicas intermináveis para 

Viagem” – ‘Endless Music for Tripping'). (..) The entire disc is a sensory experience. (...) The songs don't reach the 

minimalism of Phillip Glass, but it sure leaves endless questions who listens to this wonderful work of a band that 

was already in Germany and soon starts traveling to promote one of the best instrumental CDs released last year ". 

Luciano Vitor (Dynamite online-2007) 

"Open your mind and let in the ‘Músicas intermináveis para Viagem’, duo from Porto Alegre that opens up the 

common song structure to concentrate on interesting instrumental themes that are based on rock, but they bring 

the influence of trip hop, jazz and electronic music. The thing here is not no-holds-barred experimentalism, but 

rather what they call ‘trip rock’, made from travelers guitar fingerings. " Gustavo Mini (Ipanema FM online-2006) 

"The Gaucho group of lengthy name makes a very interesting instrumental sound, retro and full of atmospheres and 

trips. Something trip rock. The overlapping guitars are explored as electrically conducting elements of the trip. The 

highlight is really for the intricate themes and textures of very creative landscapes. " (Tribuna do Norte online-2007) 

 

NEW DATES! 

11.dec_ Donnerstag @ Marie Antoinete_ Berlin-DE 

13.dec_ Samstag @ Brause_Düsseldorf-DE 

17.dec_ Mittwoch_ Osnabrück  (TBC) 

 

old Tour dates: 

20.03 _ A Obra _ Belo Horizonte (MG-BR), with Pitchu Ferraz / special guest: Marcelo Sirtoli- drums 

04.04 _ Barlovento _Valparaiso (Chile), with Guilherme Netto on drums 

05.04 _ Yellow Moon Fest 2 _ Santiago del Chile (Chile) 

24.04 _ “M.i.p.V 10 anos” concert _ Teatro Bruno Kiefer_Porto Alegre (BR), with LauraL, Pitchu Ferraz, Guilherme 

Netto and guests 

02.05 _ Montevideo (Uruguay)  

03.05 _Timbó Centro Cultural _ Maldonado (Uruguay), with Guilherme Netto 

09.05 _ with EX and Ornitorrinco @ Signus Pub, Porto Alegre 

10.05 _ Centro Cultural _ Caxias do Sul 

15.05_LauraL and friends  @ Carmelita_Porto Alegre 

18.05_Audio Rebel_Rio de Janeiro 

 

Links: www.mipv-musik.com    http://mipv.bandcamp.com/    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVhzEz-gA44 

http://www.mipv-musik.com/
http://mipv.bandcamp.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVhzEz-gA44

